
 

 

Subject Matter of 

Motion  

 

Member Growth Business Metrics 

ACBL Management action requested. 

 

Statement of Issue  

 

Current membership growth metrics are opaque and not known to the stakeholders.  

To enable growth we need to have actionable results data (metrics) to show where 

growth is happening and where it is not.  Displaying this critical information leads to 

better decisions about resource allocation and continual improvement of everyone’s 

intake process.   

 

The motion: 

 

The ACBL create the proper business metrics for defining where new members are 

being created, where recruitment exceeds demographic expectation, and where 

potential growth is greatest to flagged target audiences.  (One example target 

audience is 50-85+ yr olds; another is 18-30+ yr olds).   

 

The ACBL publish to the ACBL website how many and where (District, Unit, Club, 

Class/Teacher, State, zipcode) new members are being created. (See the current table 

count page as one example).   

 

No fee will be charged for this service. 

ACBL Management action requested.  

 

Material impacts  Modest cost to create the web page and data feed.  Expect under $2000-4000.   

 

Reasons why the 

Board of 

Governors should 

adopt the motion  

 

 

Having good analytics about growth is necessary to effectively create a sustainable 

growth model.  It is not enough to know where and how many new members join and 

existing members quit.  We need to understand key analytics like members per MM 

population by zip code or other appropriate regional designation (Major metro areas).  

We also need to understand Prospects per MM Population.  (See the CRM Prospects 

Motion).  With both estimates, we can now see where conversion statistics (% 

Prospects becoming new members) exceed expectations – a sign that a given area is 

doing exceptionally well in recruiting.  Note that without this statistical base, large 

population centers will always appear to be better than rural areas.  This is not 

necessarily the case.     

 

Risk if the motion 

is not approved 

 

We will continue to use grow numbers independent of potential as the bases for 

allocating resources.  This leads to waste we cannot afford.  As we integrate e-

Advertising with CRM management, we will create many more prospects than we 

have today.  Knowing where conversion works and where it doesn’t work allows for 

better membership growth over time by feeding what works, and correcting what 

doesn’t.   

 

 

Respectfully Submitted,  

Steve Moese K082411  

D11 2nd Alternate to the Board of Directors 

Board of Governors 


